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Introduction to IMT Solar

� IMT SOLAR…
� Founded in 2004 in Buffalo NY

� Exclusive NA sales and service arm for IMT Germany

� Quality control, test, and measurement equipment for Solar PV industry

� Added additional products for PV industry …

� Solar Pathfinder� Solar Pathfinder

� Seaward PV100 Test Kit

1. National Association of Home Builders



Introduction to IMT Solar

� IMT SOLAR…
� In 2010 developed REVTOS for monitoring/controlling small wind and small 
to mid-sized PV systems



What is REVTOS

� The Renewable Energy Visual Tableau Operations System 
(REVTOS) was designed by IMT Solar with these key points:

� Use commercial, off-the-shelf, hardware and software components

� Use equipment from a quality, worldwide vendor for long term 
support

� Have built in web servers so the customer can access their own data

� Build in scalability so the system can be adapted to differing systems

� Build in flexibility so the system can be adapted to differing customer 
needs and conditions



What is the “Green Home”

� The Renewable Energy systems in the Green Home include:

� 8.8 MW solar PV on roof

� 2.5 KW wind turbine

� Solar thermal hot water system

� Geothermal HVAC system� Geothermal HVAC system

� Because of the system architecture in REVTOS, we knew we 
could add the geothermal and solar thermal systems



What is the “Green Home”

� ASC saw the REVTOS system at the IMT Solar facility in North 
Tonawanda, NY and realized it would work with all aspects of 
what was required at the Green Home

� The differentiator of the REVTOS system was that it was a 
hardware based system, built upon a micro-PLC system

� Built in web servers allow any displays seen in the home to be 
viewed by instructors campus-wide, and also remotely at 
various Green-Energy conferences



Alfred State College “Green Home”

An overview of the renewable energy 
systems in the Green Home as seen by 
REVTOS…



Geothermal System:  the REVTOS solution

Real-time data is displayed on 

the visualization screens of 

the REVTOS  system....these 

screens are viewable across 

the campus intranet and 

across the internet.



Geothermal System:  the REVTOS solution

Enclosure located in 

Mechanical Equipment room 

handles all aspects of the 

geothermal, solar thermal, and 

home temperature monitoring  

systems.

9” touch panel is mounted 

through the door for use when 

in the equipment room



Geothermal System:  the REVTOS solution

Details about the wells and how a geothermal system works were added to screens to 
educate new students and visitors on how the system operates. Detailed troubleshooting 
guides were also added to the touch panel in the mechanical equipment room.



Solar PV System:  the REVTOS solution

By comparing the irradiance and current levels at each string we can see down to the string level 
if there are any problems. This screen capture shows a well behaved system on a clear sky day



Solar PV System:  the REVTOS solution

Here we see nice irradiance levels during mid-morning (with some passing clouds), but string 
current and overall DC power levels are very low. A look via the web cam showed the panels 
were still snow covered from a storm the night before.



Solar PV System:  the REVTOS solution

Consistent irradiance levels, but current from string 4 is falling off. A look via the web 
cam shows the initial shading on string 4 caused by the higher roof



Solar PV System:  the REVTOS solution

Whole house AC power meter data.  Shows us putting about 2500 watts back to the grid even with 
the geothermal heat pump running.



Solar Thermal System:  the REVTOS solution

All pertinent temperatures are monitored and data logged for the solar thermal system.  

Flow meters on the hot and cold water lines let us measure flow rates and total water consumption.



Wind Turbine System:  the REVTOS solution

Wind speed, wind direction, and DC output of the wind turbine are monitored. A power meter 
monitors all aspects of the AC side of the Windy Boy inverter. The data sheet for the wind turbine 
was included on the screen to give visitors a look at the turbine specifications.



Overall house functions

� Temperature differences through the walls and ceiling are 
measured at two locations each.

� Outdoor ambient temperature is measured.

� Total water flow for hot and cold water are measured.

� A lighting control console installed in the home is brought � A lighting control console installed in the home is brought 
into the REVTOS system for use locally and remotely.

� Two future additions will be added to place hot water and 
electrical demands on the house to simulate a family of four

� Valves will be put in to dump hot water to simulate showers, 
dishwashing, clothes washing machine, etc.

� Contactors will be added to turn on electrical loads to bring up the 
total electrical demand



Overall house functions:  the REVTOS solution

Temperature changes through ceiling and walls, hot and cold water consumption and flow rates, are 
all monitored and data logged



Overall house functions:  the REVTOS solution

A live link to the lighting control console is established in REVTOS so it becomes an active part of 
the overall system. It can be operated locally through the touch screen or remotely via the REVTOS 
web server function



Additional screen captures from REVTOS…

A nice clear day with very good irradiance levels all day. Comparing the DC output of the 
solar system (the yellow line), it can be seen there was snow or a heavy frost on the solar 
panels that prevented full power output until it melted off at about 10:00 am.



Additional screen captures from REVTOS…

Key technical data that would otherwise be in a three ring binder somewhere can be put right 
into REVTOS with access on the touch panels. Here we put the CAD drawing of the PV 
electrical diagram and embedded live data onto it 



Additional screen captures from REVTOS…

Why go looking for the string map in a binder somewhere when you can bring it right up on 
your touch panel? Here we put the CAD drawing of the string map, embedded live data for 
irradiance and string current output, and dressed it up with some photos!



Additional screen captures from REVTOS…

A good look at just how quickly solar irradiance levels can change and how quickly the 
PV output and inverter output react to it



Additional screen captures from REVTOS…

The kind of day we look for…pushing over 7000 watts of power back to the grid!



Additional screen captures from REVTOS…

As of June 16, 2012 then energy usage in the house went from a high of about 1400 KHW used from the grid 

back in March to -175 KWH (more pushed back onto the grid than consumed in the house for the first 6 months)



Thank you for your time!

IMT SOLAR
814 Wurlitzer Drive

North Tonawanda, NY 14120
716-213-0771

www.imtsolar.com

What kind of  project would it 

be if  we couldn’t bring it all 

together on an iPad!


